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Dahle Introduces Complete Range of MHP Oil-Free Shredders
A new era in oil-free, maintenance-free shredding
Peterborough, NH, April 7, 2016– For years, paper shredders have used
cutting cylinders that require constant oiling to maintain performance.
Those days are gone with the introduction of the new Dahle Matrix
High Performance Shredders – the first commercially available oil-free
shredders on the market.
Through clever engineering, these machines maintain peak performance without the aid of oil and effectively protect against paper jams.
Oil free shredding is made possible by the hybrid Matrix High Performance (MHP) cutting cylinders. Aggressive cutting edges are fused to
a solid steel shaft, creating an incredibly strong bond and providing
superior shredding capabilities.
These oil free machines also feature Trident Grip - a unique design that produces three continuous points of
contact with the paper, pulling it straight through the cylinders. The smooth, even pull prevents the paper
from becoming wedged to either side, providing unprecedented jam protection.
“The Dahle Matrix High Performance Shredders are hassle-free, worry-free, and very economical
to own. ” said Scott Prokop, VP, Dahle North America, Inc. “They will revolutionized shredding
technology.”
Five models are available from Small Office to Department capacities to suit a wide range of environments.
All are equipped with Dahle SmartPower Energy Management so the machines automatically sleep then
shut down when not in use. Fully electronic controls, including continuous feed, add to the convenience
and ease of operation.
Dahle North America, Inc. is a fully integrated manufacturer of innovative office products and equipment
with a brand name recognized for quality and precision. Dahle markets more than 300 products, including
paper shredders, cutters and trimmers, scissors, pencil sharpeners, and Novus staplers.
For more information on Dahle products please call (800) 995-1379 or visit www.dahle.com.
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